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1. Background 
In its overview report of the Draft New Official Plan, the City of Ottawa describes the document as the 
strategy that will determine “how the city will grow over time, where (it) will place major infrastructure, 
and what policies will be in place to support economic growth and guide the development and evolution 
of communities. The purpose of this review is to position Ottawa to be flexible, resilient, and, above all, 
a city (where) people want to live, work, and play. This new Plan will take us to the year 2046, but it also 
seeks to set the stage for the City and Region to reach a population of two to three million people”. 

2. Role of Official Plan 
The Provincial Policy Statement, 2020 is an important part of More Homes, More Choice: Ontario’s 
Housing Supply Action Plan. It is in effect since May 1, 2020. The Official Plan Off Ottawa must be 
consistent with the Provincial policy statement which sets the overall goals, namely to:  

 encourage an increase in the mix and supply of housing 

 protect the environment and public safety 

 reduce barriers and costs for development and provide greater certainty 

 support rural, northern and Indigenous communities 

 support the economy and job creation 

The Official Plan actually consists of a series of integrated plans and policies. The Official Plan “is a legal 
document under the authority of the Ontario Planning Act” and “provides direction to other city plans 
such as the Transportation Master Plan and Parks and Greenspace Master Plan”. 

The Official Plan Consists of several volumes: 

Volume 1:  Draft Official Plan 
  3 Schedules 
  Annexes 

Volume 2A: 19 Urban Secondary Plans 

Volume 2B: 7 Rural Secondary Plans 

Volume 2C:  5 Area Specific Policies 
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3. Introduction 
The Draft Official Plan (November 2020) makes provision for the 5 big moves, which encapsulate the 
major strategic direction for the City of Ottawa. It is “proposing five broad policy directions as the 
foundation to becoming the most liveable mid-sized city in North America over the next century”. 

a) Policy Move 1: Growth Management 
Achieve, by the end of the planning period, more growth by regeneration than by greenfield 
development. 
 

b) Policy Move 2: Mobility 
By 2046, the majority of trips in the City of Ottawa will be made by sustainable transportation. 
 

c) Policy Move 3: Urban and Community Design 
Improve our sophistication in urban and community design and put this knowledge to the service 
of good urbanism at all scales, from the largest to the very small. 
 

d) Policy Move 4: Climate, Energy and Public Health 
Embed environmental, climate and health resiliency and energy into the framework of our 
planning policies. 
 

e) Policy Move 5: Economic Development 
Embed economic development into the framework of our planning policies. 
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4. Urban Transects 
The City of Ottawa states that the current official plan “is based on land use planning best practices of 
the 1950s” leading to unintended consequences and structural problems. As part of its growth 
management strategy, the City argues that the proposed official plan differs from the current plan in 
three key ways though the introduction of; i) Transects, ii) Designation by Context: Hubs, Corridors and 
Neighbourhoods and iii) Overlays: Evolving and Transforming. 

 

a. Transects 
There are six transect areas that have been identified and the transect policy areas are:  

1. Downtown Core 
2. Inner Urban 
3. Outer Urban 
4. Greenbelt 
5. Suburban 
6. Rural 

This in contrast to the two policy areas (Urban, Rural) that are being replaced in the old plan. 

Manor Park falls into the Inner Urban transect policy area. 

 

b. Designation by Context: Hubs Corridors and Neighbourhoods 

The new OP will be more focussed on the shape and design of building (form) and how such buildings 
are being used (function). It is argued that the old plan focussed only on function and not sufficiently on 
the building form. The three main types of urban designations in the New OP are: Hubs (currently Mixed-Use 
Centres); Corridors (currently Mainstreets); and Neighbourhoods (currently General Urban). The dominant height 
for Urban Hubs will be high rise while Urban Corridors are expected to be Mid-Rise and Neighbourhoods will be 
Low-Rise. 

Manor Park falls into the neighbourhood designation. 

 

c. Overlays 

The new OP seeks to introduce two new overlay concepts, which are statutory policies that complement 
and build upon the designations in order to highlight certain strategic directions or features common 
across the city. The two types of urban overlays will be Evolving and Transforming, providing additional 
local context to the designations. 

The Evolving Overlay is for areas that are expected to gently evolve from a suburban to a more urban 
form of buildings and site layouts. The intention is to allow for both urban and quasi-urban developments 
and to move towards a fully urban form over time. 

The Transforming Overlay is for areas that are expected to undergo significant development to 
transform into a fully urban form. Developments and redevelopments in the overlay should be in a fully 
urban form and will establish a new context. 

Manor Park falls partially into the Transforming Overlay. 
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5. Implications for Manor Park 
The inner urban area which includes Manor Park is currently defined as having an urban and suburban 
context. The intention of the New Official Plan is to change this context to urban. This area has been 
identified as having the most potential to evolve into fully urban neighbourhoods with strong transit use 
in the next 25 years. Despite not having seen any R1 revisions or documentation, it would suggest that 
an area like Manor Park will be expected to transition from single residential to low rise form over the 
next two decades. How that will be managed or implemented is not yet clear, but presumably the zoning 
reviews will be forthcoming. 

This is significant because the transforming neighbourhoods will see the rapid transformation of the 
inner urban neighbourhoods to the dominant urban form (comprised of low-rise buildings). Note that 
the inner urban area which includes Manor Park is currently defined as having an urban and suburban 
context. The intention of the New Official Plan is to change this context to urban”. 

a) According to Schedule B-2 of 
the Draft New Official Plan, Manor 
Park, north of Hemlock Drive, is not 
included in either of the 
Transforming or Evolving 
Neighbourhood Overlays. 
 

b) The part of Manor Park 
between Hemlock Drive, Aviation 
Parkway, Montreal Rd and St. 
Laurent Bld. is subject to the more 
rapid transformation overlay. 
 

c) The area commonly referred 
to as Cardinal Glen centred around 
Dunbarton Court, which is now 
located in Ward 17, is also subject 
to the more rapid transformation 
overlay. 

 

The potential Impact for Manor Park may be defined as follows. 

Impact 1: The density proposals in the Manor Park Redevelopment will likely be supported by the City 
and will be considered in line with this future vision. 

Impact 2: The area located approximately on Peach, Apple, Plum, Riviera, Chelsea and Meadow Rd, 
which is currently single residential, will likely also face rezoning and other policies, rules and regulations 
to transform from single residential to low-rise building forms. (See Figure 2 A) 

Impact 3: Cardinal Glen, which is currently single residential, will likely face rezoning and other policies, 
rules and regulations to transform from single residential to low-rise building forms. (See Figure 2 B) 

Impact 4: The area approximately bounded by Britney Drive, St Laurent and Montreal Rd, which is 
currently predominantly low rise, will continue facing rezoning and other policies, rules and regulations 
to transform from low rise to mid and high-rise building forms. (See Figure 2 C) 

Figure 1: Insert of Schedule B-2 Showing Overlays 
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Figure 2: Manor Park and the Proposed New Overlay Types. 

The following neighbouring communities are included in the proposed densification under the 
Transforming Overlay.  

Wateridge    - Transforming Overlay 

Lindenlea    -  Transforming Overlay 

New Edinburg (Up to Dufferin Road) -  Transforming Overlay 

Vanier     - Transforming Overlay 

Overbrook    - Transforming Overlay 

 

For a detailed map of the complete Inner Urban Transect please see Schedule 2-B from the Draft Official 
Plan 
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